DIARY

1945

VICTORY - YEAR - AND NOT ONLY IN EUROPE, D.V.
JANUARY

MON. 1

I don’t feel any thrilling sense of having ended a year of Destiny, but with def E.B. a hundred years ago today. I might like him, go “counting all my sheep, or if that so they never could pull off.” My reasons for thinking that the year of Deliverance must be dismissed as fanciful.

(1) That this is the Centenary year of the compact
      Street miracle.

(2) That this is the second year since the old
      life ended until bis keeping here, so that, like first,
      I’ve served 7 years for the promised blessing.

(3) That the coincidence of the numbers (14,29) of
      the promise “then it is come & pen fit. the former year
      y. B. is the right one

(4) And I come when the practical fact, that as far as I
      can see, no good purpose can be served by further delay,
      I might, is this in the year c which I shall love my
      friends, I shall need a tremendous uplift.
MON 7

Tuesday, May 7th. The sun is shining, the wind is blowing, and I am packed with the desire to go to the forest and enjoy the beauty of the day. But the news is not good. The end is near, and we must prepare for what lies ahead.

VE-DAY TUES 8

VE Day at last! And the news came true! The world is free from Axis rule. I opened the door and saw my friends and neighbors, and we all celebrated together.

VE Day, May 8th, 1945.

Jack Clemo
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FIFTH PHASE (1945-50. Age 29-34)
A. S. Russell's Iris, T. F. Lumsden's Battle Rock, J. H. A. H. Unden's Shikle
B. R. W. S. Sandelle. E. L. L. S. The Giant's Pince, a Holyland
B. E. B. B. (Natural History) B. E. B. Spirit to the Roman's
Donne's House.

SIXTH PHASE (1950-55. Age 34-39)
E. W. C. S. E. and S. D. F. E. S. Despite Pope (1950) by Patmore's
Poetry.
Suggested ideas and titles for next few novels.

THE HIRED RAZOR

(As he said, with the Lord above with a razor that is hired. — Is.)


MAINMAST

Now it may be the day to think for the body of the crowd as an answer for our God."

Out of Christ. Seeking a man of the new order.

THE HOWLING FIR

(And for the king, for the color in the sky.

Mother knows selling the collar of the fire. Humankind, etc.)